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Problem Statement
The Riverlands Department of Transportation (RDOT) Multimodal Freight Bureau has recently completed a State
Freight Plan to review their freight networks and develop a clear list of priority freight initiatives, as mandated by the
Westeros Dept. of Transportation (WestDOT). Per the Governor’s
request, the RDOT Freight Plan focuses on leveraging freight
investment and resources to support the goals of economic
development, enhanced safety, and mobility in the state, including
investment along the critical multimodal corridor connecting The
North to The Crownlands.
Simultaneously, other neighboring jurisdictions, including the North
Department of Transportation (NDOT), and The Crownlands
Department of Transportation (CDOT) also drafted their State
Freight Plans, identifying their own network, investment priorities,
and timeframes. A review of these neighboring State plans
alongside the RDOT Plan reveals that there are a number of critical
freight assets that cross States, though the timelines, data,
stakeholder input, and investment strategies vary among the four
(NDOT, CDOT, RDOT) plans. Recent coordination between DOT
commissioners for the three states and private freight stakeholders
has indicated the need for closer coordination on investment
priorities as well as a number of pressing freight topics that require
close coordination across the region including improved stakeholder engagement and a growing public and private
sector consensus about the importance of freight workforce development.
In order to address these topics comprehensively, RDOT Commissioner, Lisa Arryn, formed this Special Review
Commission representing leadership from the RDOT Multimodal Freight Bureau to review the recent Freight Plan effort
and make recommendations for improved coordination and long-term success of the freight program in the Riverlands.
The purpose of this review is Strategic in timeframe – focused first on what could be accomplished in the first 12-18
months.
Lessons Learned
This Review Commission’s review of RDOT’s recent experience developing a State Freight Plan has identified several
key lessons learned which will be explored in this report. These are:
1. Interstate and interagency coordination are critical to the success of freight planning in our region.
Coordination between agency partners and across jurisdictional boundaries needs to occur early in all
planning processes and should be conducted in an ongoing way. Interstate and interagency coordination
should not just occur when there is a deadline to meet, but should build relationships and capacity between
agencies. This coordination also requires clear process, milestones/thresholds for involvement, and
identifying champions.
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2. Engagement across Corridors to Address Shared Challenges is needed. Multiple States and other public
agencies rely on the same roadway and waterway networks to move goods, and yet in the recent Freight Plan
process, each constituent developed their own plans without adequate coordination.
3. Industry Stakeholders are a Critical Part of the Success of Our Freight Planning Efforts. Clarity is
needed on how stakeholder input is gathered and incorporated into the planning process. Industry
stakeholders need to be appropriately engaged so that their contributions feel valued and they have reason
to engage in the public process. Additionally, to date, engagement is waning and has been concentrated when
there is a deliverable such as the State Freight Plan. More long-term, continued engagement is needed
through appropriate means.
4. Workforce development and Capacity Building are Areas for Growth.
Freight Planning staff positions are limited and resources at public agencies are stretched thin. This has led
to a reliance on consultants who are available only for special projects like the State Freight Plans and to a
lack of capacity between the cycles of Federal WestDOT planning. Internal capacity is needed to provide
continued engagement beyond the current planning cycle.
To address the issues that the Commission has noted, the recommendations from this Review Commission are divided
into a review of three elements:
●

Section One, Multi-state planning and implementation - The RDOT State freight plan includes projects that
are interlinked to neighboring state’s freight networks and corridors, so it is important to consider and
understand how these neighboring states prioritize those projects and how they may be funded.

●

Section Two, Stakeholder engagement - To ensure that investments are made in critical freight network
needs, and public and private sector stakeholders are leveraging available State and Federal funding.

●

Section Three, Workforce Development - Developing a workforce capable of meeting the needs of both public
and private freight stakeholders is critical to addressing the region's infrastructure needs.
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Section One: Multi-State Planning and
Implementation
One identified challenge faced in RDOT’s recent State Freight Plan and in our ongoing freight planning activities is the
need to improve engagement with other state DOTs and other public agency stakeholders. A review of best practices
will help to inform future engagement with stakeholders, improve data collection to benefit multiple public stakeholders,
address bottlenecks and corridor coordination across jurisdictional boundaries.

A Complex Region for Planning & Engagement
Freight Planning in our region is complex because of overlapping jurisdictions, industry stakeholder interests, corridors
that cross into other states and regional respective DOT and planning agency.
The Nation of Westeros contains seven states and includes multiple urban areas connected by interstate highways
interspersed with rural, agricultural networks and farmland. The Kings Road is the major interstate highway that
connects the three states and is a critical freight corridor.
Our state, the Riverlands, is a member of the North-South Mega Region (NSMR), which includes two other neighboring
stakeholder states, the North and the Crownlands, each with a respective DOT and planning agency. The NSMR
contains multiple seaports, as well as an inland port located centrally in the Riverlands on the Blackwater River and is
a prime exporter of agricultural and forest products, and an importer of various goods for the region.
Several Counties and local governments with jurisdiction over public infrastructure are also listed as potential
stakeholders, including public roads, bridges, canals, ports, inland ports and railroads.

A) Review of Findings, Issues, and Best Practices
Issue: Each State did its own planning without coordination. More formal review is needed.
Key Recommendation: Collaborate with other States along The Kings Road Corridor to
hire a consultant to review findings from each state plan and prepare maps of projects
by mode and timeframe across jurisdiction.
One initial step improving multi-state coordination would be to hire a consultant to review the findings of each State’s
plans and as a neutral party working for all State agencies, lay out where these plans and investment priorities overlap
and differ. This would provide a baseline for all Agency partners to review priorities and assess what worked and did
not work in the current plans. The selected consultant should also identify bottlenecks across the region to show where
there is overlap in priorities and impacts across states and to assess where bottleneck analysis could have been better
integrated across the Kings Road Corridor.
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The process of hiring a shared consultant will be a first substantive step to improving coordination across Kinds Road
Corridor public stakeholders. Each State should contribute to a small pooled fund to cover the consultant costs. Costs
can be assigned based on road mileage within the Kings Road Corridor in order to ensure that smaller states such as
the Crownlands are not unduly burdened. If the pooled fund approach is successful, this formula could lay the
groundwork for future collaboration including data acquisition and project implementation.
Proposed Review Structure
Consultant: Open for Bid
Purpose: Coordination of Multi-State Freight Plans
Timeframe: 12-18 months
Scope: Layout projects/issues by mode and timeframe
Coordination: Every 1-2 months at a minimum
Funding: Pooled

B) Investment Across Jurisdictions
Issue: To encourage effective, long-term communication across jurisdictions, a more formal structure for collaboration
is needed as well as a commitment of both staff resources and political will to get things done on the part of Executive
staff.
Therefore, in order to address this identified gap in coordination, this Review Commission recommends a 2-part
structure: developing a manner for coordination at an executive level along with a staff coordination structure to
advance technical work.

Key Recommendation: Develop a senior-level multi-state regional working group to
coordinate freight planning and investment across jurisdictions. This leadership group
should also be supported by staff level task forces that are structured to accomplish
the work needed.

Agency Working Group
Based on the findings of the plan review, we recommend developing a multi-state regional working group to ensure
success in long-term coordination across jurisdictions. This group will consist of the senior level representation from
each of the state DOTs along the Kings Road Corridor as well as federal representation from WestDOT. This group
will serve as the overarching committee of policy makers, ensuring that the public agency partners remain in
communication and on track to addressing shared concerns. Its primary task will be to review the region’s state freight
plans to identify any existing freight bottlenecks as well as to review and formalize recommendations made at a staff
level.

Staffing
The Agency Working Group will consist entirely of agency leaders and policy makers. Recommended
participants include 1-2 executive level representatives from each State DOT as well as a private facilitator
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and an observer from WestDOT. All participants in the working group should be authorized to make decisions
on behalf of their agencies in order to keep the Working Group moving forward. Legislators and their staff
would be provide an opportunity to attend the proceedings of the agency group.
Frequency and Mode of Meetings
The Agency Working Group will meet approximately quarterly. After one year, the Agency Working Group will
evaluate whether changes to the meeting schedule are needed. Since meetings will only be held quarterly, it
will be important for leadership to commit to attending to maximize efficiency of meetings. While the Agency
Meetings should be held in person, initial administrative meetings could be held via WebEx or conference to
reduce travel costs/staff time.
Staff-Level Support Task Forces
To support ongoing decision making and coordination by Agency Working Group leadership, we also recommend
establishing a series of staff level task forces to progress the data collection, consultant management, and analysis
needed to inform Agency Working Group leadership. These Task Forces could address specific subtopics including:
•

Freight Plan Review – Focus on guiding the review of the most recent state freight plans, including providing
technical guidance to the interagency consultant selected to support the project. The Task Force’s task would
be to review the State Freight Plans, assess the coordination of projects across jurisdictions, and make
recommendations for improvements to future inter-jurisdictional freight planning efforts

•

Data Analysis/Conformity Recommendations – This group would focus on reviewing existing freight data,
evaluating the coordination between jurisdictions on data related topics, and making recommendations for
improvements. In some cases agencies have different data, software, and timeframes in data collection. This
group would work to assess the coordination across jurisdictions and make recommendations for integration
and improvement.

•

Infrastructure Project Implementation - The group will be responsible for coordinating projects across not only
state lines/multiple MPO jurisdictions but across multiple planning/project horizon timeframes.
Staffing
Each staff-level task force should consist of 2-3 staff level technical experts from each agency. Task forces
could also be attended by members of other public agencies such as law enforcement, emergency
responders,
Frequency and Mode of Meetings
Each task force should meet at least bi-monthly or as needed to support the quarterly Agency Working Group.
Attendees should make all efforts to attend meetings in person, but conference calls and electronic meetings
could be used at this level to make progress on topical focus areas.
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Agency Working Group

Task Force:
Plan Review

Task Force:
Data Analysis/
Conformity

Task Force:
Implementation

Structuring an Agreement across Agencies
Structurally, to accomplish the improved interagency coordination proposed, a Mutual Working Agreement will be
developed that will formalize the agreement for coordination across jurisdiction. This document would include formal
agreement about the number of meetings to be held, protocols for staff level coordination, guidelines for the exchange
of information, and a sense of how the structure will be revaluated.

Political Variation in Structure
The Agency Working Group and its supplementing Task Forces would need to allocate resources, and team members
within each jurisdiction that would review state and/or federal laws, regulations or requirements for private investment.
In order to mitigate political variation across jurisdictions, the Agency Working Group should also consider that any
recommendation should minimize the public concern regarding real or perceived provide sector enrichment and
highlight the economic and social benefits of the projects. Therefore, the purpose of the Agency Committee and its
affiliated Task Forces will be clearly stated as a coordinating role, which is intended to minimize duplication of effort
and conflict between agency priorities.

C) Data and Coordination Across Jurisdictions
Issue: Each State in the region has different data, software, collection procedures and prioritization processes.

Key Recommendation: Collaborate with other States along The Kings Road Corridor
through the Data Analysis/Conformity Task Force to work together and with the
coordination a consultant to review each State’s data/processes, identify gaps and
actions moving forward.
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In addition to discrepancies in data type, the multi-state regional taskforce would need to access how each state agency
prioritizes freight projects. After finding similarities and differences, the working group should develop a common
framework or strategies to evaluate and prioritize potential freight data integration. A common criterion may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Be located on the strategic freight network
Benefit to cost ratio
Ability to integrate data
Quality of data
Possibility for cooperation

It is recommended that INRIX and/or Streetlight data at a minimum should be acquired and utilized to supplement the
review of state freight plans and to evaluate current travel time reliability and bottlenecks across the region.
With support from the Agency Working Group the Data Analysis/Conformity would be tasked with assessing how each
state agency prioritizes freight projects going forward. After finding similarities and differences through the review of
previous freight plans, the working group should develop a common framework or strategies to evaluate and prioritize
potential freight improvement projects. For example, a common criterion may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be located on the strategic freight network
Freight volume
Benefit to cost ratio
Time to complete project
Level of service, congestion, safety
Neighborhood impact of the project
Travel Time Reliability

D) Implications of Improved Public Sector Coordination
Process
Assuming that the shared approaches suggested are successful, the recommendations included here should provide
a framework for ongoing collaboration across the Kings Road Corridor public stakeholders. By moving from a small,
shared fund to assess the previous freight plans to improved data coordination across jurisdictions, and a structure for
ongoing cross-jurisdictional collaboration at both a leadership and staff level, the region will be better equipped to
collaborate on future freight needs. This could include both better coordination on future freight plans and freight
planning initiatives as well as improved collaboration to implement and jointly fund future freight projects.
This large-scale infrastructure project presents an opportunity to dovetail with smaller, short-term projects to better
realize benefits from economies of scale. Identification of smaller, less costly projects, located within or near the largescale project, having potential to be merged should be completed. Opportunities to expand this initiative into the future
and beyond the initial 12 to 18 month collaboration period could include collaboration on: open road tolling
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infrastructure, variable message signs, truck parking facilities, electrification of truck stops, incorporating 5G wireless
technologies along the corridor to aid in data transmission between connected and automated vehicles, etc.
Additionally, analysis developed by the Agency Group and its supporting Task Forces Analysis will result in a list and
recommendations for projects for programming onto long range transportation plans/TIPs to implementing
improvements and to supplement those programmed funds with funding from the Infrastructure for Rebuilding America
(INFRA) discretionary grant program due to the cross-jurisdictional nature of these projects. While the primary focus
of this structure is to more rationally coordinate amongst public sector stakeholders, there will, of course, be need for
a touch point with private industry as plans are reviewed and future plans are developed. Private Stakeholder
engagement is addressed more in Part II of this report.

Additional Future Structures to Explore
In case of large capital programs in multiple states, the Agency Working Group could also consider how feasible would
be to create a regional organization with federal oversight. Different models and existing examples of these
organizations that the regional group can examine to potentially apply are:
●

●

●

Multi-state freight organizations organized and incentivized pursuant to federal grant conditions administered
by a federal project office: It would include the creation of a federal freight project office to administer the
program. The freight project office would likely be housed within the U.S Department of Transportation.
Federal legislation to create a federal project office and implement multi-state freight organizations could be
based on the MPO model but modified to give freight organizations certain powers to carry out freight-related
policy, planning, capital investment and operations.
Multi-state freight organizations created through interstate compacts: Although congressional approval would
be required, this approach is differentiated from the above because the initiative to form a multi-state freight
organization through interstate compact would come from the states, not from the federal government (e.g.
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey).
Multi-State freight organizations enabled as federally chartered corporations (NCFRP, 2011): Enable a
federally chartered corporation or quasi-private organization that could draw on both federal and state funding
sources. This independent, federally chartered corporation or organization would function like a service
organization for implementing and operating freight transportation improvements across a group of states.

Multi-state freight organizations through a federally chartered corporation might be the most practical approach for this
region as they can develop and implement long-term investment plans (NCFRP, 2011).
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Section Two: Stakeholder Engagement
In addition to the need to improve coordination between public sector stakeholders, private stakeholder engagement
was also identified as important factors in the continued success of ongoing and future freight planning efforts. While
RDOT’s State Freight Plan was successfully completed, several challenges with stakeholder engagement were noted
in a review of the Freight Plan process.
This section of the report will address strategies to improve industry stakeholder engagement as a way to support
future freight planning efforts.

A) Understanding Private Stakeholders
As part of the plan evaluation, RDOT and its partner States
received significant feedback from private stakeholders
interested in continued engagement in the freight planning
process and frustrated by the lack of clear avenue for private
sector input into the public sector freight planning process.
Therefore, RDOT and its partner States must develop a
strategy to cultivate and maintain the region’s private
stakeholder participation in the freight planning process.

The role/purpose of private stakeholder engagement for this effort will be to:
•

Offer those who will affect or be affected by the outcomes a chance to voice their opinions

•

Ensure that group has greater clarity and a shared vision amongst its key influencers

•

Enable group to identify who their key stakeholders are and understand the relationship they have with both
public and private groups.

•

Conduct a survey of stakeholders to help identify the stakeholders and give a chance for them to weigh in on
freight related needs in the region.

•

Create a virtual mechanism that can add transparency to the freight planning process for the region, like the
Maryland Freight Story. This provides a nexus of information for public and private sector stakeholders.

•

Bring people together to pool knowledge, experience, and expertise to co-create solutions

•

Build collaborative partnerships and new relationships that generate value

•

Identify strategies to build on past successes while potentially limiting past failures

•

Provide a pathway for effective communications
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B) Stakeholder Outreach
Key Recommendation: Define who our freight stakeholders are and identify champions.

So how do we move forward with private stakeholder engagement? This oversight can help to set the seats at the
table with key stakeholders before we fill the tent. RDOT needs to identify private sector champions involved in freight
planning from the multiple states within Westeros: The North, Riverland, Vale and King’s Landing. We need to use
statewide Endeavor groups which promote Public-Private partnerships and, build on the professional organizations in
the corridor, such as the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), and Association of Supply
Chain Professionals (ASCP). By bringing these champions together we can begin to identify the private partner
stakeholders to begin to “fill the room”, identify expectations, identify past pitfalls and how to avoid them and identify a
communications plan.

Who Are Our Stakeholders?
A list of other public and private agency stakeholders is provided below from which the RDOT staff can begin to develop
a list of champions who might support ongoing stakeholder engagement between the public and private sectors.
In addition to this summary, a more exhaustive listing of potential stakeholders is provided in Appendix A of this report.
The list consists of public/private sector and industry stakeholders, including manufacturers, freight transporters, freight
brokers, shippers and retailers. In addition, the Professional Associations and interest groups that represent each of these
industries are also potential stakeholders.
•

Manufacturers - Large scale farming and agricultural producers;

•

Transporters – Trucking, Air Freight, Rail, Shipping Lines, UPS, FedEx;

•

Freight Brokers - Shipping Agents, Consolidators, UPS, FedEx;

•

Major Retailers – Walmart, Target, Amazon, etc.

State Colleges and Universities are also public stakeholders who are not represented in the Agency Work
Group/public sector stakeholder process. There are several institutions of higher learning within King’s Roadway
corridor. The Major Colleges/Research Universities by state along the King’s Roadway Corridor include:
The Crownlands: Rosby University and Kings Community College;
The Riverlands: Trident University and Harrenhal Trade School;
The Vale: Eyrie University
The North: Greywatch University and Moat Cailin Community College
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C) Gather Data and Develop a Digital Coordination System
Key Recommendation: Given the complexity of the Kings Road corridor stakeholders, hire a
consultant to develop a stakeholder survey, review and summarize findings, and develop a simple
tool for ongoing web coordination.
Once champions have been defined, an important piece of stakeholder engagement will be to develop a clear
understanding of stakeholder needs, interests, and concerns. To accomplish this, this Review Commission
recommends that RDOT (and potentially its sister state agencies) hire a consultant to help with data collection and
analysis that will be gathered from a broad group of stakeholders.
To kick off this initiative, RDOT could distribute a survey sent out to private and non-state public sector stakeholders.
This is a low cost option that is easy to set up and implement and can be done exclusively online. The purpose would
be three-fold;
• Determine if stakeholders have an interest in a larger and regional freight planning effort.
•

Identify and prioritize key bottlenecks and areas of concern.

•

Quantify how heavily ‘weighted’ the stakeholders are. For instance, are they moving thousands of shipments
per month, or hundreds? What modes are the shippers utilizing? Are the shippers currently experiencing
delays in service or lost revenue due to problems with freight transportation in the region?

The selected consultant could assist with data analysis and representation so that findings can be shared back to
stakeholders in a summarized and easy-to understand manner.
Once data is compiled, the selected consultant could support RDOT and its sister agencies with developing a tool for
transparent, ongoing stakeholder coordination. A similar initiative to the Maryland Freight Story could be created and
used to act as a window into the progress of the stakeholder engagement process. This could be tailored to represent
the RDOT planning process as well as to other Kings Road stakeholders. It works well because the Freight Story is a
transparent and easily accessible means of displaying various studies that have been done as well as strategic planning
and a listing of projects throughout the different modes of transportation. A similar project for RDOT could present a
venue to keep stakeholders up to speed on progress with regards to freight planning in the region. Software similar to
ArcGIS could help stakeholders identify regional bottlenecks with interactive maps, but also to help explain data
collected from freight studies, to show areas of need for infrastructure improvement.
As freight stakeholder engagement continues, it is possible that the methods of engagement may also shift. In addition
to the proposed web tool, other methods for ongoing engagement could also be considered, including e-newsletters,
conference calls, and trainings on specific topics.
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D) Stakeholder Outreach
After analyzing the survey results and identifying whom the relevant stakeholders are, this Review Commission
recommends engaging in stakeholder group to provide an ongoing point of contact between public sector and private
sector freight interests. This coordination would improve public sector stakeholders understanding of the issues and
infrastructure improvements that the private sector cares most about, would provide input for future planning studies,
and would build trust/coalitions across industries. We recommend that outreach to private stakeholders be developed
through a four-phase process: initiation, design, launch, and start-up.

Key Recommendation: Develop and initiate a stakeholder engagement group to provide regular
coordination between the State DOTs along the corridor and private sector freight interests.

Phase 1 - Initiation: As discussed above, the initiation phase will bring key champions of the stakeholder engagement
group to provide an area for collaboration and alignment of expectations, defines the scope of the issue to be
addressed, and develops the language to talk about it.
• Facilitating Neutral, Upfront Convening’s and Consultations
•

Defining the Right Problem and Scope

•

Getting the Right Stakeholders at the Table and in the Tent.

Phase 2 - Design: The design phase will center around developing the broader stakeholder strategy and engagement
plan. This Review Commission recommends that RDOT staff consider the following elements in developing a
stakeholder engagement approach
• Determine who will facilitate each meeting
•

Set well-defined goals in collaboration with stakeholder and reevaluate progress every six months

•

Define a core group of 10-12 participants representing a range of industries and geographies across the Kings
Corridor. Conduct specific outreach to ensure that a diverse set of participants are included but since it is a
public forum, leave the group open to new participants. Set a threshold for inclusion, who is participating?

Phase 3 – Launch: Begin public meetings with Stakeholder engagement group. Consider tying the group launch
timeline to galvanizing events that occur annually such as the Kings Road Business Conference or the Kings Road
Area local manufacturer’s Expo.
Phase 4 - Start-up: The start-up phase will be when the stakeholder engagement group will shift into day-to-day
operations, including growing the team and delivering against its mission and objectives. The group should always
have a structured agenda to guide discussions and topics should be driven by the priorities and questions that are
raised through the survey process. Based on feedback received by the Review Commission during its review, likely
topics will include:
•

Bottlenecks

• Sharing information across sectors, across geographies
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• Infrastructure project priorities
• Leadership and staffing

Future Implications of Private Sector Engagement
Additionally, as stakeholder engagement moves forward and finds success in the early action items, there are additional
ways that Private Sector can be engaged to improve coordination between private stakeholders and the government.
These could include:

1) Early involvement of private developers during project planning
a) The following approaches may be recommended during this phase:
i.

P3 Program Development and Project Screening: Develop a standard criterion for screening projects with
regional impact in long range plans for P3 potential. Technical, financial, and value for money is
conducted on screened projects and information is made available for public review including the private
sector. A key issue is to define the role, expectations and contributions of each party during and for P3
program development. This is critical to be clear as to expectations and contributions to the project in the
near and long term, including private versus public investments.
ii. Industry Forums: Pre-procurement meetings with developers, financiers, construction companies, and
other interested parties to gauge private interest in candidate P3 projects.
iii. Market Sounding: Separate one-on-one discussions are conducted with developers and advisors to
assess financial feasibility, risk allocation and other related topics.
iv. Unsolicited proposals: Private sector developers provide an initial project concept without a formal
request for qualifications or proposals, or in response to an open solicitation without reference to a specific
project or scope.
v. Collaborative Evaluation of Project Alternatives: Very early in the project development phases, while
projects are not yet fully defined and environmental review is in progress, private entities are invited to
participate in discussions regarding potential project alternatives.
2) Early Involvement of private developers during procurement phase
The following approaches may be recommended during this phase:
i.

Industry Meetings: Meetings are held with private sector prior to advertisement to gauge interest in the
procurement and obtain feedback on the draft procurement documents
ii. Multiple P3 Delivery Procurements: Proposers are requested to provide separate bids for the same
project using distinct delivery mechanisms.
iii. Alternative Technical Concepts: Proposers can suggest innovative design or technologies beyond what
is required in the procurement documents.
iv. “Sole Source” Bids: Direct negotiations occur with a single proposer because of an unsolicited proposal
or a solicitation with one proposal.
3) Early Involvement of Private Developers post-procurement
The following approaches may be considered:
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i.

ii.

Early Lender Engagement: Lenders are engaged early in the procurement process to build in
opportunities for refinancing and/or refunding of developer and/or public equity in the post-procurement
phase.
Competitive Stipends to Unsuccessful Proposers: The private sector is made aware early in the project
development process of competitive stipends to be awarded post-procurement as an incentive to
motivate private sector interest and to confirm public sector commitment.

Section Three: Workforce Development
The final issue identified by the Revision Commission was that Workforce Development is a subject that needs to be
addressed. This is a topic that was raised by both public and private sector stakeholders during the Commission’s
debrief meetings with various parties.
The Westeros Society of Civil Engineers recently graded the nation’s infrastructure system a D+ based on its capacity,
condition, funding, future need, operation and maintenance, public safety, resilience, and innovation. Any proposed
infrastructure investment would create new jobs, but even without a significant investment, infrastructure industries are
already struggling to meet workforce demands. This problem is highly evident in the growing freight sector within our
region and must be addressed.
The creation, promotion, and expansion of industry and sector partnerships made up of local businesses and industry
organizations, workforce boards and education and training providers to support workforce development programs in
infrastructure related jobs related to freight is necessary to continue moving forward.
Workforce development of freight staff is crucial to carrying out the mission of the agency as evidenced by the
challenges encountered during the development of our state’s freight plan. Due to ongoing hiring constraints, we have
not been able to attract staff with a strong freight background, relying instead on existing staff with minimal training and
experience along with extensive use of consultant support. Additionally, the Review Commission heard repeatedly
that several key freight positions at WestDOT and at RDOT may be impacted by upcoming retirements, which would
create a gap in knowledge that may take years to replace if not addressed with focused attention now.
Key Recommendation: In collaboration with WestDOT and with other state partners along the Kings
Road Corridor, RDOT should establish a Workforce Development program to train staff and provide
continuity in freight planning resources.
To address the gaps noted in existing and future freight programs, a new Workforce Development program could
provide both consistency in staffing and ongoing training resources to build the freight profession. This program would
primarily build the public sector freight staffing resources by developing consistent positions to support freight planning
and by providing training resources to build the skillsets of both new and existing staff. Workforce development
resources could also build the future workforce in private sector freight as well.

A) Training Resources
While the agency utilizes a number of training and educational resources for its employees, taking advantage of the
freight courses offered by the National Highway Institute (NHI); tailored workshops, briefings, consultations and
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seminars offered by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Resource Center’s Freight Team; the I-95 Freight
Academy, and to request assistance from the FHWA Center for Transportation Workforce Development should become
a regular occurrence. There are likely cost benefits to be gained in partnering with other states and regions to conduct
these trainings, which will also foster good relationships between all the various groups.
Training resources could be developed to:
1) Connect business and education providers to develop new or conduct existing classroom curriculum to
complement on-the-job learning with a freight focus.
2) Train managers and front-line workers to serve as mentors to people in the work-based learning programs
3) Offer resources and career awareness programming to recruit and retain individuals for workforce training
programs
4) Build a compendium of support services to ensure workers are successful, such as:
a. NHI
b. I-95 Corridor Coalition

B) Staffing
To implement a Workforce Development program, it is likely that additional staff positions will be needed. In order to
structure training programs, maintain a database of ongoing training resources, and to engage private sector freight
stakeholders through job fairs and training programs that create a pipeline to longer term freight employment
opportunities, a potential structure would be to hire a Workforce Development Director and at least 2 staff to lead
agency workforce development in the state with a specific focus on freight. The intention of these hires is to develop
internal capacity to provide continued engagement beyond the current State Freight Plan initiative.

C) Funding Need and Ask
As with most problems our agency faces, identifying funding for this workforce development program is our main hurdle.
A potential source of funding is available from the core formula apportioned program funds, the National Highway
Performance Program (NHPP), the Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) program, the Highway Safety
Improvement Program (HSIP), the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ), and the
National Highway Freight Program (NHFP). With the approval of the FHWA Division Office, Title 23, USC, Section
504(e) allows for the state obligation of core formula apportioned program funds to support workforce development,
training, and education activities at 100 percent federal share. Although any funds diverted from these programs to
workforce development are then unavailable for construction projects, we believe the value gained in a quality staff is
worth the investment and request the use of a portion of our annual program funds.
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Another potential source of funding can be made available by reexamining our use of consultant support. The use of
consultants should be continued in future projects, but not without first conducting a cost/benefit analysis (CBA), as
implemented by the regional task force, to determine when consultant support makes sense. In many cases, the use
of consultant support can be less efficient, in both dollars and time, compared to using properly trained and experienced
internal staff. Consultant support can be best
utilized to supplement our staff when very
specialized expertise is required, or when it is
desirable to have an outside third-party participate.
We propose diverting a portion of any savings the
CBA may realize into funding for the new workforce
development program, including the freight training
program.
By implementing these workforce development
strategies here, our agency will attract better
applicants and will result in higher retention of
existing staff within the agency; thereby reducing
staff turnover to outside groups like the FHWA and consulting firms. Additionally, with a well-trained and experienced
staff, we can be of better service to MPOs and local government agencies within our state that are themselves facing
staffing issues. This proposed workforce development program will allow our agency to be the best it can be, through
its best resource, our staff.

Section Four: Review Commission Summary
Recommendations
After an extensive review of the RDOT State Freight Plan, the affiliated public process, and interviews and focus groups
with freight stakeholders in both the public and private sectors, this Review Commission has developed
recommendations to shape the future of freight planning at RDOT and throughout the Kings Road corridor.
From feedback received, the Review Commission identified three primary areas of need:
1) Better Coordination among public agencies along the Kings Road Corridor in order to align interests, projects,
and funding.
2) Improve engagement of private stakeholders to build trust, share information, and inform planning and
development projects completed by the public sector.
3) Workforce development resources to create a sustainable program with expertise in the public sector and to
help the private sector fill gaps in the labor market that are likely to develop in the freight industry.
To address these noted challenges, this Review Commission summarizes the following actions that should be viewed
as a roadmap for implementation:

1) Public Sector Coordination
a. Hire a Consultant to review findings of Freight Plans across the Kings Road Corridor and assess overlap
or lack thereof between State Plans.
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b. Implement a multi-jurisdictional Agency Working Group and a series of smaller, focused staff level task
forces to create a forum for long-term, cross-agency coordination and to develop recommendations for
future collaboration on planning and infrastructure development.
c. Collaborate with other States along The Kings Road Corridor through the Data Analysis/Conformity Task
Force to work together to review each State’s data/processes, identify gaps and actions moving forward.

2) Private Sector Stakeholder Engagement
a. Define understanding of who freight stakeholders are and identify champions.
b. Given the complexity of the Kings Road corridor stakeholders, hire a consultant to develop a stakeholder
survey, review and summarize findings, and develop a simple tool for ongoing web coordination.
c. Develop and initiate a stakeholder engagement group to provide regular coordination between the State
DOTs along the corridor and private sector freight interests.

3) Workforce Development
a. In collaboration with WestDOT and with other state partners along the Kings Road Corridor, RDOT should
establish a Workforce Development program to train staff and provide continuity in freight planning
resources.
To accomplish these goals, resources and political support from the highest levels of RDOT and WestDOT will be
needed. Therefore, this Commission Recommends that Commissioner Arryn and the executive team consider
resources to support this initiative:
a. Executive-level participation in the Agency Working Group in order to maintain contact with partner
agencies and build a rapport.
b. Funding for consulting services to support both public sector and private sector freight stakeholder
analysis.
c. Funding and support for a new Workforce Development Program.
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Appendix B: Stakeholders List
PUBLIC & PRIVATE FREIGHT STAKEHOLDERS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1000 Friends

3rd Party Logistics
AARP
AeroSpace Industries
Association of Community Developers
Association of Counties
Association of Destination Marketing Organizations
Aviation Authority/Airports Council
Better Transportation
BNSF Railway
CareerSource
Chambers of Commerce
Chesapeake Energy
Chickasaw Nation
Choctaw Nation
City Mayors
Commission for Disadvantaged Transportation Providers
Consolidated Grain and Barge
Convention & Visitors Bureau
Council of 100
CSX Class I Rail
Department of Economic Opportunity
Department of Health
Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
Mayors
Devon Energy
Ditch Witch
Dolese Brothers Co.
Duke Energy
Engineering Society
Enterprise Defense Alliance
State Environmental Protection Agencies
Equity Marketing Alliance
Farmrail System, Inc.
Fed Ex
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

INTERNAL/EXTTERNAL

EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
INT
INT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
INT
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38 FHWA – OK – Performance Management
39 FHWA - OK - Planning
40 FHWA - OK - Safety
Heartland REDI, Inc. representing Rural Areas of
41 Opportunity
42 Highway Safety and Motor Carrier Agency
43 MetropoliysnCouncil of Governments
44 Landstar - Transportation & Logistics Providers
45 League of Cities
46 Marine Pre-Positioning Facility Operators
47 Maritime Transportation & Logistics
48 King's Landing Ammunition Plant
49 McCorkle Trucking
50 Harrenhal MPO
51 Natural Gas Association
52 Norfolk Southern Corporation (Class I Rail)
53 Riverland State Legal Representative
54 Riverland State Rail Division
55 Riverland State Transportation Planning Division
56 Riverland State Traffic and Engineering Division
57 Riverland State Waterways Division
58 Transportation Management Areas
59 Aggregates Association
60 City Chamber of Commerce
61 Corporation & Utility Commission
62 State Department of Agriculture
63 Oklahoma Department of Commerce
64 Riverland Highway Patrol
65 Riverland Railroad Association
66 Riverland Trucking Association
67 Riverland Turnpike Authority
68 Port Auto Processing Operators
69 Port Facility
70 King's Landing Port Authority
71 Port of Muskogee
72 Port Terminal Operator
73 Ports Authority Association
74 Power and Light Services
75 Public Transportation Associations
76 Rail/Port Operators
77 Railroad Association
78 Rails to Trails Conservancy
79 Regional Automobile Distributors

INT
INT
INT
EXT
INT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
EXT
INT
EXT
EXT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
EXT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
EXT
EXT
INT
EXT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
EXT
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80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Regional Planning Councils
Seaboard Foods

Short Line Rail Operators
Small County Coalition
State Transportation Commission
The Nature Conservancy
Tinker Air Force Base
Transportation Builders Association

TraPac - Container Terminal Operator
Trucking Association
Tulsa Airport
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Union Pacific Railroad
UPS
Urban Land Institute

INT
EXT
EXT
INT
INT
EXT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
INT
INT
EXT
EXT
EXT
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Appendix C: Further Concepts for Private
Engagement – Implementing P3s
Facilitating partnerships between public sector agencies and private organizations is essential to identify and respond
to critical regional freight system needs. The multi-state regional taskforce should identify strategies and promote
financing mechanisms that would attract the private sector interest and confidence. Examples include:
●

Reduce barriers to funding for rail operators that do not own tracks.

●

Provide tax incentives or credits for non-highway freight transport.

●

Facilitate the conversion of brownfields adjacent to freight rail lines to productive industrial development
sites that could support rail freight customers.

●

Promote Innovative Financing Mechanisms: Innovative Financing mechanisms such as the USDOT’s
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) (BATIC, 2016).

●

Other revenue risk sharing mechanisms such as Present Value of Revenues (PVR) and Minimum Revenue
Guarantee (MRG) appear to be the most promising revenue risk sharing mechanisms for the United States
context (BATIC,2016).

Private sector developers generally prefer to deal with an established P3 unit within a procuring agency. A P3 unit
suggest an experienced and able client team that has the power and authority necessary for effective early involvement,
procurement, award, and negotiation processes (BATIC,2017). This is a more pronounced concern if multiple agencies
are involved like in this case. Although, the multi –state group may not have legal authority to establish specific financing
methods, it developed recommendations to determine how each jurisdiction within the region will share risk since the
value on return of a specific project may be different from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
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2019
Recommendations from the Riverlands DOT
Special Review Commission:
Improving Network Resiliency Through InterState Corridor Coordination

Riverlands State DOT
Special Review Commission Freight Academy 2019- Group 4

Javier Ahumada - FHWA Kansas, Isaac Akem FHWA OK, Matthew Burns - MaineDOT, Michael
Donchez - LVPC, Autumn Young - FDOT,
Mauricio Garcia-Theran - ConnDOT, Laura
Gilmore - Massport,
Chandra Inglis-Smith - FHWA WV, Todd Leiss PA Turnpike
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Problem Statement
• The Riverlands, The North and the Crownlands respective DOTs have
recently completed Freight Plans.
• These Freight Plans include investment along the Kingsroad freight corridor
that include all three states.
• Recent coordination between the three state DOTs has indicated that there
is a need for closer coordination on investment priorities.
• This requires improved stakeholder engagement and public and private
sector consensus on investment priority and workforce development.
• RDOT Commissioner has formed a Special Review Commission to make
recommendations for improved coordination.
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Key Focus Areas
•
•
•
•
IV

Interstate and interagency coordination are critical to the success
of freight planning in our region.
Engagement across corridors to address shared challenges is
needed.
Industry stakeholders are a critical part of the success of our
freight planning efforts.
Workforce development and capacity building are areas for
growth.

HYPOTHETICAL
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HYPOTHETICAL

Section One

Multi-State Planning
& Implementation

WESTEROS

Geographic Region Overview

The North

Kingsroad

The Riverlands

The Blackwater Port Authority
The Crownlands
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The Nation of Westeros has 7 states.
The Riverlands is centrally located in
Westeros, and the Kingsroad is a major
interstate highway that runs through three
states. The Riverlands is a part of the NorthSouth Mega Region, along with The North
and The Crownlands . These three states,
along with The Blackwater Port Authority
are the primary public sector entities
involved in this effort.

• The recommendations contained in this Section are meant to provide a framework
for ongoing collaboration among Kingsroad Corridor public stakeholders.
• These efforts will ultimately result in better collaboration across the region for
future freight planning initiatives, and also provide a mechanism to jointly fund
future projects.
• Analysis developed by the Agency Group and Task Forces described in Section Two
will result in a list and recommendations for projects to be programmed onto TIPs.
This will lead into the next critical element of this project which is private sector
stakeholder engagement, described further in Section Two.
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Section One

Multi-State Planning
& Implementation

Key Recommendation 1: Collaborate with other states along the Kingsroad
Corridor to hire a consultant to review findings from each state plan and prepare
maps of projects by mode and timeframe across jurisdiction

Review of Findings, Issues and Best Practices
• Each state was responsible for the creation of its individual Freight Plan.
• A consultant team will be hired and expected to compile information based off of
each state’s plan. Efforts will key in on overlapping/differing priorities and identifying
freight bottlenecks.
• Each state would be expected to contribute to a pooled fund for the cost of the
consultant team. This could be based off of road mileage to balance costs.
• Expected timeline is 12-18 months.
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Section One

Multi-State Planning
& Implementation

Key Recommendation 2: Develop a senior-level multi-state regional working group to coordinate
freight planning and investment across jurisdictions. This agency leadership group should also be
supported by staff level task forces that are structured to accomplish the work needed.

Investment Across Jurisdictions
• Agency Working Group: Multi-state working group will consist of senior level
representation from each state DOT as well as federal representation from
Westeros DOT (WestDOT).
• This group will meet quarterly. This will be reevaluated after one year of meetings.

• Staff Level Task Forces: Necessary to progress data collection, consultant
management and analysis essential to inform leadership.
• Task Force meets bi-monthly, at a minimum.

• Task Force sub-topics might include; Freight Plan Review, Data
Analysis/conformity Recommendations, Infrastructure Project Implementation.
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Section One

Multi-State Planning
& Implementation

Investment Across Jurisdictions
Agency Working Group

Task Force:
Implementation

Task Force:
Plan Review

Task Force:
Data Analysis/
Conformity
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Section One

Multi-State Planning
& Implementation

Key Recommendation 3: Collaborate with other states along the Kingsroad Corridor through
the Data Analysis/Conformity Task Force to work together and with the coordination a
consultant to review each state’s data/processes, identify gaps and actions moving forward.

Data and Coordination Across Jurisdictions
• It will be necessary to assess how each state prioritizes freight projects.
• INRIX or Streetlight data should be utilized to supplement individual freight plan review.
• Common criterion for prioritization:
• Be located on the strategic freight network
• Benefit to cost ratio
• Ability to integrate data
• Quality of data
• Possibility for cooperation
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Section One

Multi-State Planning
& Implementation

Prioritize
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Section Two

Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholder Engagement
In addition to the need to improve coordination between public sector
stakeholders, private stakeholder engagement was also identified as important
factors in the continued success of ongoing and future freight planning efforts.
While RDOTs State Freight Plan was successfully completed, several challenges with
stakeholder engagement were noted in a review of the Freight Plan process.
This section will address strategies to improve industry stakeholder engagement as
a way to support future freight planning efforts.
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Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement

Who Are Our Stakeholders?
•

IV

Public/private sector and industry stakeholders:
• Manufacturers
• Freight transporters and brokers
• Shippers
• Retailers
• Professional Association
• State Colleges and Universities

HYPOTHETICAL

Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement

Key Recommendation 4: Define who our freight stakeholders are and identify champions.

Understanding Stakeholders
• Offer those who will affect or be affected a voice.
• Ensure that group has greater clarity and a shared vision.
• Identify key stakeholders and understand the relationship they have with both
public and private groups.
• Use a survey to reach stakeholders and identify key issues related to freight.
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Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement

Stakeholder Input
• Create a virtual mechanism that can add transparency to the freight planning
process for the region, like the Maryland Freight Story.
• Bring people together to pool knowledge, experience, and expertise to co-create
solutions.
• Build collaborative partnerships and new relationships that generate value
• Identify strategies to build on past successes while potentially limiting past failures.
• Provide a pathway for effective communications.
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Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement

Key Recommendation 5: Given the complexity of the Kingsroad corridor stakeholders,
hire a consultant to develop a stakeholder survey, review and summarize findings, and
develop a simple tool for ongoing web coordination.

Identifying Stakeholder Process
Distribute an online survey to the group. The purpose would be three-fold:
• Determine if stakeholders are interested in a larger or regional freight plan.
• Identify and prioritize key bottlenecks and areas of concern.
• Quantify how heavily ‘weighted’ the stakeholders are.
• What modes are the shippers utilizing?
• Are the shippers currently experiencing delays in service or lost revenue due to
problems with freight transportation in the region?
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Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement

Key Recommendation 6: Develop and initiate a stakeholder engagement group to provide regular
coordination between the State DOTs along the corridor and private sector freight interests

Stakeholder Outreach
Use the survey results to engage the stakeholder group for coordination between
public sector and private sector freight interests.
•
•
•

IV

Improve public sector stakeholders understanding of the issues and
infrastructure improvements that the private sector cares most about.
Provide input for future planning studies.
Build trust/coalitions across industries.

HYPOTHETICAL

Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement

Future Implications of Private Sector Engagement
Additional ways that Private Sector can be engaged to improve coordination
between private stakeholders and the government could include:
• Early involvement of private developers during project planning
• Early Involvement of private developers during procurement phase
• Early Involvement of private developers post-procurement
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Section Two

Stakeholder
Engagement
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Section Three

Workforce
Development

Overview of Current Challenges
• Our transportation system is in serious need of infrastructure investment
• Our transportation system depends on a skilled and qualified workforce, which is
amplified by the current system grading and needed investment work
• Industry is experiencing personnel challenges in:
• Recruitment - Hiring constraints due to economy

• Lower salary offerings and fewer total positions
• Cannot attract freight/transportation experienced individuals

• Training – Lack of necessary knowledge in new hires/existing staff
• Forced to rely on existing staff with minimal training
• Rely on expensive consultant support

• Retention – How do we keep good staff?

• Trained employees become marketable to outside agencies, firms, etc.
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Section Three

Workforce
Development

Key Recommendation 7: In collaboration with WestDOT and with other state partners
along the Kingsroad Corridor, RDOT should establish a workforce development program
to train staff and provide continuity in freight planning resources.

Establish a Mandatory Workforce Development Program
• Utilize existing training and educational resources
• National Highway Institute (NHI)
•
•
•
•
•

Integrating Freight in the Transportation Planning Process (139006)
Transportation Performance Management for Congestion including Freight (138010)
Fundamentals of Freight Data Workshop (139011)
Engaging the Private Sector in the Freight Planning (139009)
Freight and Land Use Workshop (139008)

• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
•
•
•
•

Center for Transportation Workforce Development
Resource Center’s Freight Team
Workshops/Seminars
Consultations

• I-95 Corridor Coalition’s Freight Academy
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Section Three

Workforce
Development

Funding Streams
• Core formula apportioned program funds
• Title 23 USC, Section 504(e) allows for the state obligation of core formula apportioned
program funds to support workforce development, training, and education activities at
100 percent federal share with FHWA approval
• National Highway Performance Program (NHPP)
• Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG)
• Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
• Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ)
• National Highway Freight Program (NHFP)

• Funds diverted from these funds are no longer available for construction projects
• Value gained in quality staff makes this a worthwhile investment
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Section Three

Workforce
Development

Investing in our Workforce
• Potential funding streams for a workforce development program
• Reevaluate agency use of consultant support
• Routine work can be inefficient for consultants due to contracting/RFP requirements
• Properly trained agency staff will be capable of performing this work in house.

• Consultant support should be reserved for use when highly specialized expertise is required
• By investing in our workforce:
• Establish Freight and Transportation Training programs to create quality employees.
• Reduce staff turnover which lowers cost
• Add to the knowledge base of our agency
• Responsible and accountable to the agency’s mission
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Section Three

Workforce
Development

Summary/Conclusion
• Implementation of a Workforce Development Program addresses our challenges
• Transportation and Freight Training programs in the Workforce Development Program
• Many avenues for training available from FHWA, NHI, third party
• A trained workforce is a more efficient and capable workforce

• A workforce development program can be funded through existing streams now
• Use of core formula apportioned program funds at 100% federal share
• Reexamine agency use of consultant support; divert freed funds towards training/retention

• By implementing these workforce development strategies

• Our agency will attract better applicants
• Will see greater retention of existing staff and reduce turnover
• A well-trained and experienced staff will be of better service to MPOs and local government agencies within
our state that are facing staffing issues of their own

• This proposed workforce development program will allow our agency to be the best it can
be, through its best resource, our staff
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Section Three

Workforce
Development
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Section Four

Review Commission
Summary Recommendations

Review Commission Summary Recommendations
From feedback received, the Review Commission identified three primary areas of need:

1. Better coordination among public agencies along the Kingsroad Corridor in order to
align interests, projects, and funding.
2. Improve engagement of private stakeholders to build trust, share information, and
inform planning and development projects completed by the public sector.
3. Workforce development resources to create a sustainable program with expertise in
the public sector and to help the private sector fill gaps in the labor market that are
likely to develop in the freight industry.
To address these noted challenges, this Review Commission summarizes the following
actions that should be viewed as a roadmap for implementation:
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Section Four

Review Commission
Summary Recommendations

Public Sector Coordination
• Define understanding of who freight stakeholders are and identify champions.
• Given the complexity of the Kingsroad corridor stakeholders, hire a consultant to
develop a stakeholder survey, review and summarize findings, and develop a
simple tool for ongoing web coordination.
• Develop and initiate a stakeholder engagement group to provide regular
coordination between the State DOTs along the corridor and private sector
freight interests.
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Section Four

Review Commission
Summary Recommendations

Private Sector Stakeholder Engagement
•
•

•

IV

Hire a Consultant to review findings of Freight Plans across the Kingsroad
Corridor and assess overlap or lack thereof between State Plans.
Implement a multi-jurisdictional Agency Working Group and a series of
smaller, focused staff level task forces to create a forum for long-term, crossagency coordination and to develop recommendations for future
collaboration on planning and infrastructure development.
Collaborate with other States along The Kingsroad Corridor through the
Data Analysis/Conformity Task Force to work together to review each State’s
data/processes, identify gaps and actions moving forward.
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Section Four

Review Commission
Summary Recommendations

Workforce Development
•

IV

In collaboration with WestDOT and with other state partners along the
Kingsroad Corridor, RDOT should establish a Workforce Development program
to train staff and provide continuity in freight planning resources.
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Section Four

Review Commission
Summary Recommendations

We Need YOUR Support!
To accomplish these goals, resources and political support from the highest levels
of RDOT and WestDOT will be needed.
Therefore, this Commission Recommends that Commissioner Arryn and the
executive team consider resources to support this initiative:
• Executive-level participation in the Agency Working Group in order to maintain
contact with partner agencies and build a rapport.
• Designate an Agency Executive to serve on the working group
• Provide outreach to encourage other public and private stakeholder executives to
participate.
• Funding for consulting services to support both public sector and private sector freight
stakeholder analysis.
• Funding and support for a new Workforce Development Program.
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Summary Recommendations

Questions?
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Review Commission
Summary Recommendations

THANK YOU!
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Summary Recommendations

